
JTIP Unit X: Special Challenges on the Juvenile Docket
Lesson 34, Immigration Consequences  (2 to 2.5 Hours)1 

BEFORE YOU BEGIN 

As trainers prepare for this Lesson, it is essential to read through the Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide. The 
Coordinator and Trainer’s Guide has important information, such as recommendations for facilitating sessions, 
strategies for using the Forensic Exercises, suggestions for organizing group work, tips for offering feedback 
to participants, and details about how this Lesson fits into the overall JTIP training. Also, it is important to 
note that this Lesson is written from a general, national perspective. Therefore, it is necessary for trainers to 
integrate local statutes, rules, and case law into the Lesson in advance and ensure that the Forensic Exercises 
and Handouts are adjusted as needed. If you have any questions or would like more information on this or 
other Lessons, please contact NJDC at (202) 452-0010.

Overarching Goal
Juvenile defenders will understand and be able to provide clients with basic information on the possible immigration 
consequences associated with delinquency adjudication as well as the possible immigration relief options to avoid 
deportation. The Juvenile defenders will understand that when immigration consequences are complicated, it is 
imperative to consult with an immigration lawyer who has specialized knowledge in this area. 

Objectives
Juvenile defender will:

•	 Understand basic immigration terms and concepts;

•	 Remember to exercise cultural sensitivity when representing noncitizen youth;

•	 Understand the implications of pleas, admissions, and findings of delinquency on a youth’s immigration status;    
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1 Depending on the time available, the Forensic Exercise can be 1 hour or can be abbreviated to 30 minutes.
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•	 Identify, learn to locate and develop professional contacts with lawyers, organizations, and networks who have 
an expertise in immigration consequences of delinquency; 

•	 Be able to provide clients with basic information about possible immigration consequences of pleas, admis-
sions, or findings of delinquency;

•	 Be able to conduct an initial screening to determine potential immigration relief options and opportunities 
for improving a client’s immigration status (e.g., parents’ eligibility for citizenship, special immigrant juvenile 
status (SIJS) application), refer youth and/or their parents to an immigration lawyer who can provide guidance 
on the necessary steps to obtain relief, and help such lawyer attain any relief that could positively impact the 
client’s delinquency case;

•	 Understand the importance of counseling the client on the right to privacy and advising the client not to volun-
teer information about his or her immigration status or immigration-related information.

Training Materials:
•	 Key Immigration Terms and Definitions 

•	 Immigration Consequences of Juvenile Delinquency

•	 Forensic Exercise: Immigration Consequences

•	 Bibliography & Resource List

Supplemental Materials:
•	 Form I-693, Report of Medical Examination and Vaccination Record

•	 Padilla	v.	Kentucky, 130 S. Ct. 1473 (2010)

•	 ImmIgrant	Def.	Project,	Duty	of	crImInal	Defense	counsel	rePresentIng	an	ImmIgrant	DefenDant	after	Padilla v. KentucKy 
(2010)

•	 ImmIgratIon	legal	res.	ctr.,	stePs	to	aDvIsIng	a	noncItIzen	DefenDer	unDer Padilla (2010)

•	 ImmIgratIon	legal	res.	ctr.,	ImmIgratIon	consequences	of	juvenIle	DelInquency	(2010)	

•	 Immigration Enforcement and the Deportation System Handout

•	 ImmIgrant	justIce	network,	ImmIgratIon	In	the	juvenIle	justIce	sys.	

•	 ImmIgrant	justIce	network,	DePortatIon	system	(2007)

•	 ImmIgratIon	legal	res.	ctr.,	ImmIgratIon	oPtIons	for	unDocumenteD	ImmIgrant	chIlDren:	a	collectIon	of	fact	sheets	(2010)

•	 Memorandum from the Sec’y of Homeland Sec. on Exercising Prosecutorial Discretion with Respect to Individuals 
Who Came to the United States as Children (June 15, 2012)
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Trainer’s Overview

I. Immigration Terminology (10 minutes)

•	 The trainer should distribute the Key Immigration Terms and Definitions and take time to familiarize participants 
with terminology that may otherwise be unfamiliar (e.g., the difference between “inadmissibility” and “deportabil-
ity”). The trainer should encourage participants to consult the handout for reference during the training. 

II. Immigration Consequences of Delinquency (25 minutes)

•	 The trainer should explain that while juvenile adjudications are not considered convictions triggering deporta-
tion, certain conduct alone may be grounds for inadmissibility and deportability. The trainer should highlight 
the importance of knowing the client’s immigration status and explain the adverse consequences of particular 
dispositions (e.g., the severe consequences of drug trafficking). 

A. Overview

B. Adverse Consequences of a Juvenile Adjudication

C. Conduct-Based Grounds for Inadmissibility and Deportability

III. Ethical Obligations (15 minutes)

•	 The trainer should explain the role and obligations of juvenile defense attorneys to advise clients of particular 
immigration consequences, highlighting relevant ethical rules and the duties that stem from the Supreme 
Court’s decision in Padilla	v.	Kentucky.	

A. Model Rule of Professional Responsibility 1.2: Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority Be-
tween Client and Lawyer 

B. Supreme Court Case: Padilla	v.	Kentucky

C. Scope of Duty under Padilla	v.	Kentucky

IV. Immigration Enforcement and the Deportation System (20 minutes)

•	 The trainer should help participants understand what happens to their clients when immigration laws are 
enforced against them while in the juvenile justice system. The trainer should make clear that apprehension 
by immigration authorities and removal proceedings may occur at the same time as delinquency proceedings, 
which may affect the defender’s ability to provide effective representation in the delinquency case. The trainer 
should provide tips on how to effectively represent the client in these contexts, protecting against any harmful 
disclosures and strategizing around any potential involvement by immigration authorities.

A. Immigration Enforcement in the Juvenile Justice System

B. Immigration Detainers

C. Legal Parameters of Local Collaboration with Federal Immigration Authorities

D. Disparate Treatment of Noncitizen Youth During Juvenile Proceedings

E. Apprehension By Immigration Authorities

F. Detention
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G. Release

H. Immigration Deportation Proceedings

I. Deportation

V. Types of Relief Available (20 minutes)

•	 The trainer should provide a basic overview of the types of immigration relief available. 

A. Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS)

B. U Visa

C. Violence Against Women Act (VAWA)

D. Family Visa

E. Asylum

VI. Forensic Exercise: Immigration Consequences (30 minutes – 1 hour)

•	 The trainer should distribute the Fact Pattern and give participants a few minutes to read it and think about 
their responses to the questions posed. The trainer should then use the Discussion Points that follow to facili-
tate an interactive discussion with participants about those same questions. 

•	 Depending on the time available and the depth of exploration desired, the exercise can last an hour or can be 
abbreviated to 30 minutes.
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Trainer Notes
Special Note Regarding This Lesson: Immigration law is a complicated and specialized area of practice. This 
Lesson is best taught in collaboration with an immigration lawyer who has expertise in the immigration consequences 
of delinquency. This Lesson can only provide an overview of the immigration issues related to delinquency; it is not 
exhaustive. The trainer should remind participants of this throughout the training and should reiterate that when im-
migration consequences are complicated, it is imperative that the defender consults an immigration lawyer. It is also 
recommended that this Lesson be taught in conjunction with Lesson 8 – Dealing with Difference.

I. Immigration Terminology 

Note To Trainer

The trainer should distribute the Key Immigration Terms and Definitions handout and take 
time to familiarize participants with terminology that may otherwise be unfamiliar (e.g., the 
difference between “inadmissibility” and “deportability”). The Training Notes that follow 
contain an abbreviated version of the terms and definitions that appear in the handout. 
Because many of the terms and definitions may be new to participants, the trainer should en-
courage them to consult the handout as needed for reference during the training, especially 
those given that the trainer may not be able to cover all of these in the 10 minutes allotted 
for this portion of the session. 

KEY IMMIGRATION TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

•	 INS: Immigration and Naturalization Services. The INS no longer officially exists; the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) now handles immigration services and enforcement.

•	 DHS: U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS). DHS enforces immigration law. DHS does this through 
three bureaus: USCIS, ICE and CBP.

•	 USCIS: U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. USCIS is responsible for processing and making decisions 
on all applications for immigration benefits.

•	 ICE: Immigration and Customs Enforcement. ICE enforces immigration laws within the interior of the United 
States and has the authority to arrest, transport and detain (except for certain youth) individuals in violation of 
immigration laws.

•	 CBP: Customs and Border Protection. CBP oversees inspections at ports of entry and monitors the border for 
illegal entry of individuals and contraband.

•	 ORR: Office of Refugee Resettlement. A division of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services that is 
responsible for the care and custody of “unaccompanied” alien children.

•	 EOIR: Executive Office for Immigration Review. A division of the U.S. Department of Justice that adjudicates 
immigration court cases for people in removal (deportation) proceedings.

•	 BIA: Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA). Immigration court decisions are appealed to the BIA. 

•	 INA: Immigration and Nationality Act. Federal immigration laws are found in the Immigration and 
Nationality Act.
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•	 Immigration Regulations (8 C.F.R.): The INA is further interpreted in the Code of Federal Regulations located 
at 8 C.F.R.

•	 Alien/Noncitizen: An individual who is not a U.S. citizen or U.S. national.

•	 U.S. Citizen: A U.S. citizen is not subject to federal immigration laws and removal. Generally, people are U.S. 
citizens if one of the following applies: they were born in the United States; one or both of their parents are 
American citizens; one or both of their parents were naturalized while they were a minor; or they themselves 
were naturalized.

•	 Naturalized Citizens: One who was not a U.S. citizen or national by birth or other means and who has ap-
plied for and been granted citizenship by federal immigration authorities.

•	 Naturalization: Naturalization is the process by which immigrants or noncitizens become citizens of the 
United States.

•	 Benefits of Citizenship: Some benefits of U.S. citizenship:

 ° Right to vote in U.S. elections

 ° Right to obtain certain government jobs and benefits

 ° Right not to be deported or excluded from the United States

 ° Right to help certain relatives immigrate to the United States at an expedited pace

 ° Right to move to another country, live there and be able to legally return to the United States at any time

•	 Resident Alien/LPR: Resident Alien and Legal Permanent Resident (LPR) are synonymous terms referring to a 
noncitizen who has been lawfully allowed to permanently reside in the United States.

•	 Nonimmigrant: A noncitizen who has been granted the right by the USCIS to reside temporarily in the United 
States for a specific purpose.

•	 Undocumented Person/“Illegal” Person: An undocumented person is a noncitizen who is in the United 
States without legal permission, either because they have entered the United States illegally, or entered the 
United States legally, but fallen “out of status.”

•	 Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS): SIJS is a path to lawful permanent residence for undocumented 
children who are under the jurisdiction of a state juvenile court (defined broadly), who cannot be reunified with 
one or both parents due to abuse, neglect or abandonment, or similar basis under state law and in whose best 
interest it is to remain in the United States.

•	 Adjustment of Status: A process that allows a noncitizen to obtain LPR status in the United States without 
having to go abroad.

•	 Asylee: A person at a port of entry or in the United States who is unable or unwilling to return to his or her 
country of nationality or habitual residence because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on 
account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.
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•	 Refugee: A person outside his or her country of nationality and also outside of the United States who is un-
able or unwilling to return to his or her country of nationality or habitual residence because of past persecution 
or a well-founded fear of future persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular 
social group, or political opinion. A refugee must be granted refugee status abroad by DHS and brought to the 
United States for resettlement.

•	 Admission: The lawful entry of a noncitizen into the United States after inspection and authorization by an 
immigration officer.

•	 Exclusion: See Removal.

•	 Deportation: See Removal.

•	 Removal (formerly known as Deportation or Exclusion): A legal proceeding through which immigration 
officials seek to remove a noncitizen from the United States for violating an immigration or criminal law.

•	 Deportability: Conditions or acts that subject a person who has entered the United States to then be removed 
from the United States. 

•	 Grounds of Deportability and Consequences for Undocumented Youth: Most criminal grounds of deport-
ability require a conviction, and delinquency is not considered a conviction for immigration purposes. None-
theless, certain delinquency adjudications may provide evidence that the child falls into some conduct-based 
grounds of deportability.

•	 Expedited Removal: A process authorizing ICE to quickly remove certain noncitizens from the United States.

•	 Cancellation of Removal: A form of relief from removal available for an LPR who has been lawfully admitted 
as a permanent resident for at least five years, has resided in the United States continuously for seven years 
after having been admitted in any status and who has not been convicted of an aggravated felony.

•	 Inadmissibility: Grounds that make a person ineligible for lawful admission into the United States. Grounds 
for inadmissibility are found at 8 U.S.C. § 1182 (a).

•	 Grounds of Inadmissibility and Consequences for Undocumented Youth: Most criminal grounds of 
inadmissibility depend upon “convictions” or formal admissions to crimes and are not implicated by juvenile 
delinquency dispositions. Nonetheless, certain delinquency adjudications may provide evidence that the child 
falls into some conduct-based grounds of inadmissibility.

•	 Waivers: There are a number of grounds of inadmissibility that can be waived under certain circumstances 
to allow a person to obtain legal status. Availability of the waivers for the grounds of inadmissibility depends 
upon the immigration form of relief applied for.

•	 Immigration Detainer (“ICE Holds”): An immigration detainer is a request from ICE to another law enforce-
ment agency (such as a juvenile detention facility) that the law enforcement agency notify ICE prior to releasing 
an individual from local custody so that ICE can arrange to take over custody.

•	 VAWA: The Violence Against Women Act allows certain family members abused by United States citizens or 
LPRs to self-petition for a green card apart from the abuser.
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•	 VAWA Self-Petitioning Conditions: In order to self-petition, the child must meet the following conditions: child 
has an abusive U.S. citizen or LPR parent; child lived with the abusive parent in or out of the United States and cur-
rently resides in the United States; child is unmarried and under age 21 (a “child” under immigration law); child has 
“good moral character;” and the child must have suffered abuse that amounts to battery or extreme cruelty. 

•	 Family Visas: A noncitizen child may be able to legally immigrate through a United States citizen or lawful 
permanent resident family member.

•	 U Nonimmigrant Status (U Visa): The U Visa is an immigration option for undocumented immigrant children 
who have been the victims of certain serious crimes and suffered substantial abuse as a result, and who are 
helpful or likely to be helpful with the investigation and/or prosecution of the crime.

•	 T Nonimmigrant Status (T Visa): A T Visa is an immigration option for undocumented immigrant children 
who have been the victims of severe forms of trafficking in persons, who are physically present in the United 
States on account of such trafficking and who would experience extreme hardship involving unusual and severe 
harm upon removal.

II. Immigration Consequences of Delinquency2

A. Overview

•	 Generally, a juvenile adjudication and disposition will not trigger the criminal-based grounds of deporta-
tion (loss of current status), 8 U.S.C. § 1227, or inadmissibility (bars to obtaining legal status and forms 
of immigration relief), 8 U.S.C. § 1182, for noncitizen youth. Most criminal-based grounds triggering 
deportation or inadmissibility require a conviction, and under the federal immigration laws juvenile 
adjudications or dispositions are not considered convictions.3   

•	 Nonetheless, certain conduct alone may be grounds for inadmissibility and deportability. Juvenile 
dispositions will serve as the strongest evidence of such conduct even though they are not convictions 
for immigration purposes. Even arrests or suspicion of criminal conduct for certain offenses (especially 
drug-related offenses) may trigger these grounds. In other words, certain grounds of inadmissibility and 
deportability do not depend upon conviction; mere “bad acts” or status can trigger the penalty.4 

•	 The conduct-based immigration penalties of inadmissibility may have severe and significant immigration 
consequences, especially for undocumented youth. Such conduct grounds may cause undocumented youth 
to be statutorily ineligible for lawful status or for other forms of relief, and therefore, they may be deported. 

 ° Even youth with lawful status are subject to the grounds of inadmissibility, but the consequences are 
less severe; if they leave the country and then try to re-enter, or if they try to become U.S. citizens 
once they turn 18, they may temporarily be barred from doing so. 

•	 The conduct-based immigration penalties governing deportability apply to documented youth, such as 
LPRs. The deportation penalties can trigger a loss of legal status for documented youth. However, there 
are very few instances when youth conduct will trigger deportation for an LPR or other documented 
youth. In the vast majority of circumstances, such provisions do not apply to undocumented youth. 

2 Information in this section was taking from angIe	junck,	sally	kInoshIta,	&	kathy	BraDy	wIth	krIsten	jackson	&	helen	lawrence,	sPecIal	ImmIgrant	juvenIle	status	anD	other	ImmIgratIon	
oPtIons	for	chIlDren	anD	youth, 16-1 to 16-41 (3d ed. 2010).
3 In	re Devison-Charles, 22 I & N Dec. 1362 (B.I.A. 2000). Under federal immigration law, the term “conviction” means, with respect to an alien, a formal judgment of guilt of the alien 
entered by a court or, if adjudication of guilt has been withheld, where: (i) a judge or jury has found the alien guilty or the alien has entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere or has 
admitted sufficient facts to warrant a finding of guilt, and (ii) the judge has ordered some form of punishment, penalty, or restraint on the alien’s liberty to be imposed.” 8 U.S.C. § 
1101(a)(48)(A) (2006). 
4 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(1) and (a)(2) (2006) (conduct-based and conviction based grounds for inadmissibility); 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(2) (2006) (conduct-based and non-conduct based grounds 
for deportation).
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•	 To determine the defense goals in avoiding or mitigating the immigration consequences of delinquency 
for a noncitizen client, the defender must at least know the immigration status of the client. Immigra-
tion status will determine whether the client is subject to the grounds of inadmissibility or deportability, 
which then will guide the defender in determining what types of juvenile adjudications to avoid in the 
case at hand.

•	 Because juvenile delinquency is not a conviction for immigration purposes, it is critical that defenders 
try to keep their noncitizen clients in juvenile court rather than allow the case to be transferred to adult 
criminal court. Youth who are tried and convicted as adults are considered to have convictions under 
immigration law.

•	 Even if juvenile delinquency proceedings do not trigger an enumerated criminal-based immigration 
penalty, the underlying conduct may still have harmful immigration consequences, because the conduct 
can always become a negative consideration when a federal immigration adjudicator weighs whether 
immigration relief or some other benefit should be granted. 

•	 Delinquency may also lead to detention in a secure facility for youth while they are in deportation pro-
ceedings, since it is a significant factor in risk assessment by immigration authorities. This may interfere 
considerably with a youth’s access to due process and immigration relief.

B. Adverse Consequences of a Juvenile Adjudication

•	 Although the immigration consequences of juvenile cases are less extensive than those stemming from 
an adult criminal conviction, they are still serious. Contact with the juvenile justice system may have the 
following consequences: 

 ° identification and arrest by immigration authorities for removal; 

 ° secure detention without the possibility of release during removal proceedings; 

 ° a bar to obtaining legal status in the United States for undocumented youth; 

 ° statutory ineligibility or denial of a discretionary immigration benefit or other relief; 

 ° inability to return to the United States after travel; 

 ° deportation; or 

 ° more than one of these consequences.

•	 Undocumented youth are the most vulnerable to the immigration consequences flowing from a juvenile 
adjudication because: (1) they have no lawful status in the United States, triggering possible identifica-
tion by immigration authorities; and (2) juvenile adjudications serve as an obstacle to obtaining legal 
status in the future either statutorily or as a matter of discretion. Those who are documented with some 
form of permission to be in the country, including LPRs, may also be affected in some narrow circum-
stances. For all youth noncitizens, drug trafficking adjudications carry the harshest penalties.
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Note To Trainer
The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “How might 
citizenship issues impact a youth in a juvenile delinquency case?” The trainer should then 
use the following notes to guide the discussion. 

 ° Ineligibility for Independent Living (impacts placement options)

 ° Limited access to medical/health benefits 

 ° Ineligibility for financial aid assistance to obtain college loans

 ° Ineligibility to naturalize

 ° Deportation from the United States, loss of LPR status (lose green card)

 ° Barred permanently or temporarily from obtaining lawful status 

 ° Ineligible for forms of relief from removal 

 ° Inability to return to the United States after leaving

C. Conduct-Based Grounds for Inadmissibility and Deportability 

•	 While delinquency dispositions are not considered convictions under immigration law, there are grounds 
for inadmissibility and deportability based on “bad acts” or conduct alone that may trigger immigration 
penalties. Juvenile adjudications may serve as evidence of these “bad acts.” 

 ° All juvenile delinquent conduct is considered as a matter of discretion that may be held against the 
youth when he or she applies for an immigration benefit.

•	 A noncitizen who has not	been	legally	admitted to the United States is subject to the grounds of 
inadmissibility. He or she may be denied admission (required for many immigration benefits) and/or 
removed.

•	 A	noncitizen who has been legally	admitted to the United States, such as an LPR, is subject to the 
grounds of deportability. He or she may be deported and lose his or her current legal immigration status. 

•	 When representing an undocumented youth, the defender must work with the client to prioritize 
avoiding the grounds of inadmissibility or deportability within the defense strategy.

 ° In certain circumstances, the consequences of inadmissibility could be much greater than an adjudi-
cation.  The client and the defender must work closely so that the client can make informed deci-
sions about potential approaches to the case. 

Note To Trainer

The trainer should now distribute the Immigration Consequences of Juvenile Delinquency 
handout. The trainer should explain that the lists commonly applied conduct-based grounds 
for inadmissibility and deportability that might arise for noncitizen youth and facilitate a 
discussion about the information on the sheet, using the notes that follow.
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IMMIGRATION CONSEQUENCES OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY5

DELINQUENCY DISPOSITION IMMIGRATION PENALTY AND WAIVER

Prostitution (being the prostitute, not the
customer)

Inadmissible for engaging in a pattern of prostitu-
tion.6 A single act of prostitution does not constitute 
“engaging” in prostitution. Conduct must involve 
intercourse.

Waivers are often available.

Drug Trafficking: Sale, possession for sale, cultivation, 
manufacturing, distribution, delivery or other drug traf-
ficking offenses.
•	 If an LPR, may not be deported for “reason to 

believe” unless leaves United States and at-
tempts to reenter. It may impact application for 
U.S. citizenship for a temporary period of time.

•	 Must show knowingly/consciously involved 
with “reasonable, substantial and probative 
evidence.”7

•	 Charges must meet definition of “drug trafficking.”

Inadmissible where DHS/ICE has “reason to believe” 
the defendant’s participation in drug trafficking.8 

No waivers, except for the S*, T or U Visa.

Drug Abuse or Addiction: Repeated drug
findings, finding of abuse (more than one time experi-
mentation in last three years), addiction to drugs.

Inadmissible and deportable for drug addict or abuser.9 

Waivers are often available.

Behavior showing a mental condition that poses 
a current threat to self or others: including suicide 
attempt, torture, mayhem, repeated sexual offenses 
against younger children (predator), perhaps repeated 
alcohol offenses (showing alcoholism).

Inadmissible for mental disability posing threat to self 
or others.10 

Waivers may be available.

5 Much of the information in this chart was drawn from the ImmIgrant	legal	res.	ctr.,	ImmIgratIon	consequences	of	juvenIle	DelInquency (2010), available	at http://www.ilrc.org/files/
cal_chart_notes_16.pdf.
6 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(D).
7 Barradas	v.	Holder, 582 F.3d 754, 762 (7th Cir. 2009) (stating that where the defendant is a legal permanent resident, removal order must be based on reasonable, substantial and 
probative evidence).
8 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(C).
9 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(1)(A)(iv).
10 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(1)(A)(iii).

* S visas are granted to individuals who share critical and reliable information with the United States concerning criminal or terrorist organizations. S-5 visas are given to witnesses 
and informants who provide information on criminal activity. Up to 200 are given every fiscal year. There are up to 50 S-6 visas, given to those who provide information regarding 
terrorist activity. S-7 visas may be provided to the immediate family members of S visa holders.
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DELINQUENCY DISPOSITION IMMIGRATION PENALTY AND WAIVER

False Claim to U.S. Citizenship: Use of false docu-
ments and fraud offenses relating to false claim to 
citizenship.

Examples: 
•	 Falsely representing self as U.S. citizen to 

obtain U.S. passport
•	 Using false U.S. passport to enter United States
•	 Using false U.S. passport to obtain state driver’s 

license
•	 Claiming U.S. citizenship on job application
•	 Submitting fraudulent ID with an I-9 form to 

obtain employment

Inadmissible and deportable for false claim to U.S. 
citizenship.11 

Waivers may be available, e.g.,	Special Immigration 
Juvenile Status (SIJS) and U-Visa.

Violations of protective or “no-contact” orders 
designed to prevent repeated harassment, credible 
threats of violence or bodily injury.

Deportable where court finds violation of domes-
tic violence protective order designed to prevent 
repeated harassment, credible threats of violence or 
bodily injury.12 

Some waivers are available.

Any Juvenile Adjudication Can be a basis for denial of Deferred Action for Child-
hood Arrivals (DACA) applications.  

DACA is a DHS program that allows those who were 
brought to the U.S. as children to apply for a deferral 
of their removal.  Any juvenile adjudication, even if 
expunged, will be considered on a case-by-case basis 
when determining whether an otherwise qualified im-
migrant is worthy of a DACA deferral from deportation. 

•	 Grounds May be Waivable

 ° Some conduct that may make a youth inadmissible or deportable is “waivable” depending on the 
type of immigration relief sought (see chart). 

 ° To a certain degree, the type of relief sought may be influenced by the youth’s juvenile record.  
Defenders should try to avoid delinquency adjudications that can serve as evidence for these 
grounds where they are applicable to a noncitizen youth. 

11 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(6)(C)(ii), (F).
12 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(2)(E)(ii).
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•	 Prostitution Cases

 ° A noncitizen is inadmissible, but not deportable, if he or she comes to the United States to engage in 
prostitution or has “engaged in prostitution” within the last 10 years. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(D)(i).

 ° While no conviction is required for this finding, one or more delinquency adjudications for prostitu-
tion will serve as evidence. This includes prostitutes and people who work with them in the busi-
ness, but not customers.13 This provision will apply even if the person engaged in prostitution in a 
country where it is legal.14 

 ° A single act of prostitution does not amount to engaging in prostitution under this provision.15 Rath-
er, “prostitution” is defined as engaging in a pattern or practice of sexual intercourse for financial or 
other material gain.16 It is important to note that engaging in prostitution does not encompass sexual 
conduct that falls short of intercourse.17

 ° A noncitizen is also inadmissible, but not deportable, if he or she attempts to procure or import 
prostitutes, or receive the proceeds of prostitution.18 Solicitation of a prostitute by a customer does 
not fall within this ground of inadmissibility for procuring a prostitute. This ground only applies 
to persons who engage in the business of obtaining prostitutes for use by others, not to isolated 
incidents of people hiring a prostitute.19  

•	 Drug Trafficking Allegations

 ° Drug trafficking and drug sales are especially problematic and unforgivable in  
immigration proceedings.20  

 ° If the youth is undocumented, becoming inadmissible for drug trafficking can be a permanent bar 
to obtaining lawful status, because there are generally no waivers available for this conduct-based 
ground of inadmissibility. 

 ° Drug trafficking can also be problematic for LPR youth, but to a lesser extent. Although the United 
States government cannot deport an LPR youth because of the alleged conduct, it could:

a. deny him or her admission after returning from traveling abroad or 

b. deny a citizenship application for a temporary period of time because the government has “rea-
son to believe” that he or she has engaged in drug trafficking activity. 

 ° An adjudication or substantial evidence that shows involvement in drug trafficking activity will give 
immigration officials a “reason to believe” that the youth committed the alleged offenses. Any non-
citizen is inadmissible if immigration officials have reasonable, probative, and substantial “reason to 
believe” that the individual engaged in drug trafficking related offenses. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(C). 

13 In	re R.M., 7 I. & N. Dec. 392 (B.I.A. 1957).
14 22 C.F.R. § 40.24(c) (2012).
15 In	re Gonzalez-Zoquiapan, 24 I. & N. Dec. 549 (B.I.A. 2008);	In	re T-, 6 I. & N. Dec. 474 (B.I.A. 1955).
16	Gonzalez-Zoquiapan, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 553. See	also State Department regulations at 22 C.F.R. § 40.24(b) which defines prostitution as “engaging in promiscuous sexual intercourse 
for hire…that must be based on elements of continuity and regularity, indicating a pattern of behavior of deliberate course of conduct entered into primarily for financial gain or for 
other considerations of material value as distinguished from the commission of casual or isolated acts.”
17 Gonzalez-Zoquiapan, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 553. See	also Kepilino	v.	Gonzales, 454 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 2006) (holding that prostitution for immigration purposes only encompasses offer-
ing sexual intercourse for a fee, as opposed to other sexual conduct).
18 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(D)(ii).
19 Gonzalez-Zoquiapan, 24 I. & N. Dec. 549.
20 See 8 U.S.C. §1182(a)(2)(C).
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 ° An admission of drug trafficking in court or to a probation officer may serve as a “reason to believe.” 

 ° In addition to presenting “reasonable, substantial and probative evidence,” the government must 
also show that the applicant was knowingly and consciously connected to the drug trafficking 
activity (i.e., aiding, abetting or beneficiary). 8 USC § 1182(a)(2)(C)(i). They must prove the essential 
element of intent, which is the specific intent to distribute controlled substances.21  

 ° The drug trafficking must meet the federal definition of drug trafficking. The U.S. Supreme Court in 
Lopez	v.	Gonzales, 549 U.S. 47, 54 (2006), held that “ordinarily [illicit] ‘trafficking’ means some sort of 
commercial dealing.” The Board of Immigration Appeals similarly defined trafficking as “the unlawful 
trading or dealing of any controlled substance.” In	re	Davis, 20 I. & N. Dec. 536, 541 (B.I.A. 1992). 
The Board has explained that the concept of “trafficking” includes, at its essence, a “business or 
merchant nature, the trading or dealing in goods.”  

 ° If the youth is undocumented, any plea to a drug trafficking offense will ruin almost any chance of 
ever legalizing his or her status. Juvenile defense counsel should, therefore, attempt to avoid such 
an adjudication.

 ° If the youth is an LPR, then the youth may not be deported or removed on the basis of “reason to 
believe” unless the child leaves the United States and attempts to reenter. A finding of “reason to 
believe” may also temporarily impact an LPR’s application for U.S. citizenship.

 ° If at all possible, a defender should avoid allowing his or her client to plead guilty to an offense that 
meets the federal immigration definition of drug trafficking such as possession for sale, manufac-
ture or distribution of a controlled substance. Ideally, the client would plead to a non-controlled 
substance offense, such as accessory after the fact. If that is not possible, the next best option is to 
plead to simple possession, under the influence or possession of paraphernalia. These adjudications 
do not clearly meet the definition of drug trafficking and would not give the government reason to 
believe the youth was involved in drug trafficking even if he or she was charged with engaging in 
that conduct. If the youth must plead to a more serious offense than simple possession, there are 
some offenses in various state laws that appear serious, but do not meet the federal definition of 
drug trafficking, such as importation or transportation for personal use. 

 ° As a last ditch resort, the client should plead to a charge that does not indicate the controlled sub-
stance involved in the commission of the offense, as this might provide a defense for immigration 
counsel. If the state definition of controlled substances is broader than the federal definition, and 
the substance is not specifically identified in the record, the adjudication is arguably not necessarily 
an offense “relating to” controlled substances under the federal definition. See	In	re	Paulus,	11 I. & 
N. Dec. 274 (B.I.A. 1965); Ruiz-Vidal	v.	Gonzales,	473 F.3d 1072 (9th Cir. 2007) (affirming the rule in 
Paulus where it found that conviction of possessing a “controlled substance” as defined under Calif. 
H&S §11377(a), where the reviewable record did not specify a substance, was not a basis for de-
portability as a federally defined drug conviction). Because the government is not limited to just the 
official record of conviction under the “reason to believe” ground and can consult a broad amount of 
evidence, it might not be possible to assert this argument, as the type of controlled substance may 
be named in police reports or other reports. 

21 See,	e.g.,	In	re Rico, 16 I. & N. Dec. 181, 186 (B.I.A. 1977) (finding that the petitioner was a “knowing and conscious participant” in an attempt to smuggle drugs into the United 
States which “brings him within the provisions of § 212(a)(23) of the Act relating to ‘illicit trafficker’”); In	re Favela, 16 I. & N. Dec. 753, 755 (B.I.A. 1979) (upholding the IJs finding that 
the alien was a “conscious participant” in an attempt to smuggle drugs into the United States and thereby excludable under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(23)).
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Practice Tip

The government in immigration proceedings may still rely on police reports that name the controlled 
substance, even if the substance is not specifically named in the juvenile record. Similarly, the gov-
ernment may also rely on probation officer reports, counselor reports or even admissions made by the 
youth. The defender should not hand over anything in the juvenile record to immigration authorities.

•	 Drug Abuse and Addiction

 ° Since drug abuse and addiction are grounds for inadmissibility and deportability, the defender should 
be aware that any noncitizen client’s admissions to drug use and abuse might later be used against 
him or her by immigration authorities, but this is rare. 

a. Admissions to drug use and addiction may come up in the juvenile context during court-ordered 
mental health examinations or drug use evaluations. 

b. In the immigration context, this information may come up in medical examinations performed 
by a DHS-appointed Civil Surgeon. Every person who eventually tries to adjust his or her im-
migration status to LPR must undergo such a medical exam. This is where drug addiction/abuse 
may be detected. A sample medical form (Form I-693) is provided in the Supplemental 
Materials for this lesson. This information might also come up in interviews with immigration 
officers or in immigration court.

c. Immigration authorities rarely raise this ground of deportability or inadmissibility. They more 
likely use information relating to drug use and addiction as a matter of discretion.

 ° The child is inadmissible if the drug abuse or addiction is current (occurred in the last three years), 
and deportable if it happened any time after the child entered the United States. It does not matter 
whether or not the child overcame the problem. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(1)(A)(iii) (inadmissibility ground); 8 
U.S.C. §1227(a)(2)(B)(ii) (deportation ground).

 ° While the definition of a drug abuser is not defined in the Immigration and Nationality Act, the 
Department of Homeland Security will most likely use the same standard of an abuser or addict as 
defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention within the Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

a. Drug Abuse: Any drug use that goes beyond mere experimentation (i.e., taking an illegal drug 
one time)

b. Drug Addiction: Non-medical use of a controlled substance “which has resulted in physical or 
psychological dependence”

c. Current Addiction or Abuse: Within the last three years for a non-medical purpose.

•	 Domestic Violence Cases

 ° A violation of a Civil Protection Order (CPO), including a Temporary Restraining Order (TRO), that is 
designed to protect someone against threats of violence, repeated harassment or bodily injury is a 
deportability ground. A protective order under this ground is defined as “any injunction22 issued for 
the purpose of preventing violent or threatening acts of domestic violence.” This ground applies to 
LPR youth and any other person who has been admitted. 

22 For example, a temporary restraining order (TRO).
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 ° A criminal conviction or adjudication is not required, but a court would have to make a finding that 
the protective order in question had, in fact, been violated. This is because the government, during 
immigration proceedings, must prove by clear and convincing evidence that there was a protec-
tive order and that it was, in fact, violated. 

•	 Acts of Violence, Sex Offenses and Gang Activity and Affiliation

 ° Delinquency findings of other activities not listed in the above chart such as sex offenses, violent of-
fenses including serious assault or gang activity and affiliation do not trigger automatic immigration 
bars to obtaining immigration status or deportation.23  

 ° Such findings, however, will be considered serious negative factors in any discretionary decision for an 
immigration benefit. This is particularly true for allegations of gang-related activity, since targeting nonciti-
zens with gang involvement is a high priority for DHS. Many youth have been subject to secure detention 
pending removal proceedings because of alleged gang activity or affiliations and for violent offenses. 

 ° All other juvenile delinquency adjudications may also be considered in any discretionary decision, although 
they might not be weighed as heavily as violent offenses, sex offenses and gang activity or affiliation. 

•	 Mitigating the Impact of Sex, Violence, and Gang Charges in Juvenile Court  

 ° There are some general guidelines in these cases that should be taken into account. Where pos-
sible, the youth should plead to the least serious offense possible under state law, preferably 
misdemeanors that do not have the following elements: specific intent (e.g., willfulness), serious 
harm or injury, certain designated victims (e.g., minor) or gang involvement. For the individual types 
of offenses, some suggestions for alternative dispositions include:

a. Violent Offenses: Avoid felonies that involve serious harm or injury to the victim or involve a 
dangerous weapon, e.g., assault with a deadly weapon or firearm. Ideally, a youth would plead 
to simple assault or battery or other related offenses such as false imprisonment or dissuading a 
witness from reporting a crime to the police. 

b. Sex Offenses: Avoid any plea to a sex offense, if possible, especially if the act involved another 
minor, egregious conduct, and resulted in harm. In these cases, a youth should plead to an of-
fense that does not have contain the elements of sex or the victim as a minor, but rather to the 
offenses that are alternative pleas for violent offenses, e.g.,	simple battery, listed above.

c. Gang-Related Offenses or Enhancements: Youth should avoid any offense that has an element of 
gang affiliation or activity and avoid gang enhancements. In these cases, it is often preferable to plead 
to a more serious offense that does not involve such elements. While it is very difficult to eliminate 
any reference to gang-related conduct, membership or affiliation in a juvenile case file, care should be 
taken to eliminate any such reference in the adjudication and disposition portion of the file.

III. Ethical Obligations

Note To Trainer

The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion by asking, “What is your 
role as a juvenile defense attorney regarding potential immigration consequences for your 
client? What are your obligations to the client?” The trainer should then use the Training 
Notes to guide the discussion and should supplement the discussion with relevant local rules 
or obligations. 

23 Practitioners should be aware, however, that Congress in 2005 and 2006 actively pushed gang legislation that would include immigration consequences for juvenile adjudications 
involving gang-related activity such as a violent or controlled substance felony. Check www.ilrc.org and www.nationalimmigrationproject.org for updates.
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A. Model Rule 1.2: Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority Between Client and Lawyer 24

(a)	Subject	to	paragraphs	(c)	and	(d),	a	lawyer	shall	abide	by	a	client’s	decisions	concerning	the	objectives	
of	representation	and,	as	required	by	Rule	1.4	[Rule	on	Communication],	shall	consult	with	the	client	as	
to	the	means	by	which	they	are	to	be	pursued.	A	lawyer	may	take	such	action	on	behalf	of	the	client	as	is	
impliedly	authorized	to	carry	out	the	representation.	A	lawyer	shall	abide	by	a	client’s	decision	whether	to	
settle	a	matter.	In	a	criminal	case,	the	lawyer	shall	abide	by	the	client’s	decision,	after	consultation	with	
the	lawyer,	as	to	a	plea	to	be	entered,	whether	to	waive	jury	trial	and	whether	the	client	will	testify.	

(b)	A	lawyer’s	representation	of	a	client,	including	representation	by	appointment,	does	not	constitute	an	
endorsement	of	the	client’s	political,	economic,	social	or	moral	views	or	activities.

(c)	A	lawyer	may	limit	the	scope	of	the	representation	if	the	limitation	is	reasonable	under	the	circum-
stances,	and	the	client	gives	informed	consent.

(d)	A	lawyer	shall	not	counsel	a	client	to	engage,	or	assist	a	client,	in	conduct	that	the	lawyer	knows	
is	criminal	or	fraudulent,	but	a	lawyer	may	discuss	the	legal	consequences	of	any	proposed	course	of	
conduct	with	a	client	and	may	counsel	or	assist	a	client	to	make	a	good	faith	effort	to	determine	the	
validity,	scope,	meaning	or	application	of	the	law.	

B. Supreme Court Case: Padilla v. Kentucky

•	 The Supreme Court held in	Padilla	v.	Kentucky that defenders have a constitutional duty to provide 
affirmative, competent advice regarding the immigration consequences of a guilty plea to noncitizen 
defendants because deportation is a “penalty,” and not a “collateral consequence,” of a criminal pro-
ceeding. 130 S. Ct. 1473 (2010). Failure to perform this duty constitutes ineffective assistance of counsel 
under the Sixth Amendment.	Padilla, 130 S. Ct. at 1486.25  

•	 Defense counsel’s duty extends, not only to investigating and advising about the immigration conse-
quences, but to protecting against such consequences, by taking steps to actively limit grounds for 
deportability and inadmissibility that may result from the delinquency case.

•	 Criminal and juvenile defense attorneys are capable of providing affirmative, competent advice with 
basic knowledge of potential immigration consequences in consultation with an immigration expert. The 
defender should understand basic immigration principles and advise clients that the immigration con-
sequences of a juvenile adjudication are dependent upon his or her particular circumstances, including 
immigration status and juvenile and immigration history. 

•	 Because immigration law is complex, the attorney, until he or she has gained expertise in this arena, 
should consult with an immigration expert in order to advise the client correctly and fully. There are 
extensive resources available for defenders on this issue many of which are listed in the 
Bibliography for this lesson. 

C. Scope of Duty under Padilla 26 

•	 The defender should: 

 ° investigate and assess the client’s case, 

24	moDel	rules	of	Prof’l	conDuct	r.	1.2	(2010).	
25	See	also	ImmIgratIon	legal	res.	ctr.,	Duty	of	crImInal	Defense	counsel	rePresentIng	an	ImmIgrant	DefenDant	after	Padilla v. KentucKy	(2010),	available	at www.defendingimmigrants.org.
26	This section draws from Immigration Legal Res. Ctr, stePs	to	aDvIsIng	a	noncItIzen	DefenDer	unDer	Padilla	(2010), available	at	www.probono.net/library/attachment.171727, that 
references Padilla and the published professional standards of practice that the Court referenced as guides for determining counsel’s duty to advise, including the American Bar 
Association (ABA).
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 ° advise on the potential immigration consequences, 

 ° discuss the client’s wishes and defend the client’s case accordingly.  

Note To Trainer

It is necessary for defenders to know the immigration status of their clients. It is also impor-
tant that defenders treat clients and their families with respect and sensitivity regardless of 
their status or cultural differences. The trainer should refer to the Dealing with Difference 
lesson and interject its importance throughout this training.

•	 Investigation: the defender should investigate the client’s immigration status, including the client’s 
family ties in the United States. stanDarDs	for	crImInal	justIce	Pleas	of	guIlty	§ 14-3.2(f) cmt. at 125 
(1999).

 ° The defender should first determine if the client might be a U.S. citizen, because U.S. citizens will 
not be subject to immigration laws.27 

 ° If the client was born in the U.S., he or she is a U.S. citizen. 

 ° If the client was born outside of the U.S.:

a. Did the client have a grandparent or parent who was a U.S. citizen at the time of the client’s birth? 

•	 If so, the client might have inherited U.S. citizenship at birth, called “derived citizenship.”

b. Did the client (1) have a parent who became a naturalized U.S. citizen prior to the client’s 18th birth-
day and (2) did the client become a permanent resident in the U.S. prior to his or her 18th birthday?  

•	 If both things happened (in any order) the client might have automatically become a citizen at 
the moment the second condition was met, in a process called “acquired citizenship.”

 ° If a youth was not born in the United States and is not otherwise a U.S. citizen, then the defender 
should investigate the client’s immigration status. Immigration status is important, because the 
immigration consequences of a juvenile adjudication will depend on whether the noncitizen youth is 
living in the United States legally (e.g., as a permanent resident with a “green card”) or whether he 
or she is living in the United States without legal immigration status (i.e., undocumented). 

Note To Trainer

The trainer should note that children might be afraid to reveal their immigration status to a 
stranger, especially an adult. It is also possible and likely that a child might not know his or 
her immigration status. The trainer should engage participants in an interactive discussion 
by asking, “How might you approach your client about his or her immigration status?” The 
trainer should then use the Training Notes to guide the discussion. 

 ° Preliminary Information to Elicit from Client

a. When first meeting a noncitizen youth client, the defender should try to determine the child’s 
immigration status. Depending on the client, the defender may choose to ask the child about 
his or her immigration status and ask the U.S. citizenship screening questions (above) directly. 
Alternatively, and because many children do not know their immigration status, the defender may 
choose to ask questions that may ultimately help to reveal the child’s immigration status, such 

27 u.s.	constItutIon,	fourteenth	amenDment (“All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States.”).
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as: “How did you get to the United States?” or “When did you arrive here?”  

i. Before broaching immigration issues with the client, the defender should have an awareness 
of the immigration system.

ii. The defender should approach the issue of immigration with sensitivity and an understanding 
that accurate or complete information may be forthcoming.

iii. The child may or may not be fully aware of his or her immigration status. The defender may 
have to speak with the child’s parents/guardians and/or family members to ascertain status.

b. The defender should then inquire about the client’s delinquency record (if there is any).

c. The defender should then ascertain the likely dispositional outcomes of the case at hand.

•	 Assessing and Advising of Immigration Consequences

 ° Remaining Silent About Client’s Immigration Status

a. Once the defender has an idea of his or her client’s immigration status, the defender should be 
careful not to advertise this information to law enforcement and court personnel. This informa-
tion could lead to the involvement of immigration authorities and could adversely affect the 
youth in juvenile proceedings.

 ° The defender should advise the client not to speak with law enforcement or immigration authorities 
about his or her immigration status or other related information such as place of birth, how he or she 
arrived in the United States, etc. This information may be used against the youth, e.g.,	to turn him or 
her over to immigration authorities or to deport him or her.

 ° The defender should look into the specific immigration consequences for both the charged offenses 
and any plea offered to the client. 

a. The defender should evaluate the consequences in light of the client’s immigration status and 
establish defense priorities for the client, e.g.,	avoid inadmissibility or deportability. 

b. The defender should also maintain eligibility for relief from deportation (“removal”). Padilla, 130 
S. Ct. at 1483. This may not be readily apparent and the defender should consult with an im-
migration expert to ascertain all implications. 

 ° The defender may be able to advise that a charge or plea will clearly involve a particular immigration 
consequence. In some cases, the defender may be only able to advise that there is a risk that the 
charge or plea carries an immigration consequence, but it is not clear whether the consequence will 
actually be enforced after disposition. Whether the consequences are clear or unclear can only be 
determined once the defender has analyzed the immigration consequences of the plea in light of the 
youth’s particular circumstances. 

 ° The defender must inform and advise the client of potential immigration consequences before the child: 

a. decides to go to trial; 

b. enters a plea; 
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c. enters a diversion or drug treatment program; 

d. faces probation violation or protective order violation proceedings; 

e. admits an addiction; and 

f. faces the dispositional hearing. 

Each of these situations carries potential immigration consequences. 

 ° If the child is incarcerated and has an immigration detainer or hold, the defender must inform the 
client that the Department of Homeland Security may detain him or her once he or she is released 
from custody. 

a. It may be preferable for the youth to remain in the delinquency detention facility, because 
noncitizens are often transferred multiple times and long distances while in immigration custody.  
However, this may only prolong the youth’s overall detention and therefore should be considered 
carefully. 

b. If the youth remains in delinquency detention, it is advisable to have an immigration lawyer 
begin to explore immigration relief options and file the relevant applications as soon as possible. 

Note To Trainer

Until they gain expertise in this area, it is essential that defenders contact and consult 
immigration experts about the specific immigration consequences their clients face. If an 
undocumented client asks the defender about potential avenues for immigration relief, the 
defender may screen for potential immigration relief using the Immigration Consequences 
of Delinquency Cheat Sheet that is provided as a Handout and the Youth Immigration Relief 
Screening Sheet found in the Supplemental Materials. 

 ° Because youth do not have a right to counsel at government expense in removal proceedings, delin-
quency defense counsel may be the first and only lawyer a noncitizen youth ever encounters. 

 ° Youth have more forms of immigration relief available to them by virtue of their age and circum-
stances than do adults.  Defense counsel either needs to assist the client directly with these issues 
or help them locate an immigration attorney who can.

a. For example, youth might be able to obtain Special Immigrant Juvenile Status,28 Asylum29 or a U 
Visa (for having suffered substantial physical or mental abuse as a result of having been a victim 
of criminal activity.)30    

b. However, if no one identifies that youth might possibly be eligible for these options to legalize 
their status in the United States, then they might never benefit from them. Thus, if asked, it is 
critically important to flag potential eligibility and refer youth to a local immigration agency or 
attorney immediately so that eligibility for immigration relief may be further explored.  

c. As in other areas of legal services, engaging an attorney or advocate may be a challenge because 
of funding and staffing limitations, so any assistance counsel can give clients in actually making 
contact with an attorney is very helpful.	Contact	information	for	agencies	providing	legal	assistance	
or	other	advice	can	be	found	in	the	Bibliography	and	Resource	List	Handout	for	this	lesson.

28 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J). 
29 8 U.S.C. § 1158 (2006).
30 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(U).
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•	 Client’s Wishes

 ° After advising the client of potential immigration consequences, the defender should ascertain the 
client’s wishes. 

 ° Some clients may want better immigration results over a lesser delinquency penalty just to remain 
with their families and avoid removal. Other clients may only care about doing the least amount of 
time in juvenile detention. 

 ° This is the client’s decision to make, but the defender must make sure that the client has 
enough information to understand and weigh potential immigration consequences against the 
delinquency consequences.

a.	 Rule	1.2,	Comment	3:	“At the outset of a representation, the client may authorize the lawyer to 
take specific action on the client’s behalf without further consultation. Absent a material change 
in circumstances and subject to Rule 1.4, a lawyer may rely on such an advance authorization. 
The client may, however, revoke such authority at any time.”31 

•	 Defend the Case

 ° The defender should strategize his or her client’s defense with the client’s wishes in mind. If im-
migration consequences are the client’s highest priority, the defender’s goals may be somewhat 
different from solely defending against the delinquency charges.

 ° For example, in some circumstance it might be preferable for a youth to plead to a felony in ex-
change for dismissal of a gang enhancement, given DHS’s strong anti-gang stance. 

•	 Judicial Plea Colloquy

 ° Collectively, juvenile defenders should try to ensure that all judicial plea colloquies in the jurisdic-
tion address the fact that there may be immigration consequences for the client. However, only the 
defender will be able to advise the client of the specific immigration consequences of the juvenile case.

 ° Immigration status should preferably not be disclosed to the court unless helpful to the client.  

IV. Immigration Enforcement and the Deportation System 

Note To Trainer

The following Training Notes are an abbreviated version of the outline that appears in the 
Immigration Enforcement and Deportation System document found in the Supplemental 
Materials. It is important that defenders understand what happens to their clients when 
immigration laws are enforced against them while in the juvenile justice system. It is also 
important to understand what will happen to the client once he or she is apprehended by 
immigration authorities and placed into removal proceedings. Defenders should understand 
that apprehension by immigration authorities and removal proceedings may occur at the 
same time delinquency proceedings occur, which may affect the defender’s ability to provide 
effective representation in the delinquency matter. A basic understanding of immigration 
enforcement and immigration proceedings will assist the defender in effectively representing 
the client, protecting against any harmful disclosures and strategizing around any potential 
involvement by immigration authorities.

31 moDel	rules	of	Prof’l	conDuct	r. 1.2 cmt. 3.
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A. Immigration Enforcement in the Juvenile Justice System

•	 ICE and CBP (in border states) generally identify youth in the juvenile justice system by working closely 
with police and/or probation officers. 

•	 If immigration authorities are interested in a youth after being called by a local law enforcement agency, 
they may have a phone call or an in-person interview with the youth. 

Note To Trainer
To see how immigration enforcement might occur throughout the juvenile justice system pro-
cess, the trainer should consult the Immigration Enforcement in the Juvenile Justice System 
Flow Chart, found in the Supplemental Materials for this lesson.

Caution

Defense counsel should be aware that most youth in the juvenile justice system are placed 
into deportation proceedings for having unlawful status in the United States and not be-
cause of delinquency court involvement. The juvenile system merely provides the mechanism 
for targeting this population for deportation. Accordingly, counsel should advise clients not to 
speak to law enforcement or immigration officials or sign any documents relating to immigra-
tion status without being advised by counsel. If someone wants to question them, youth 
should ask for an attorney and in the meantime, assert their right to remain silent.32 

•	 ICE has 48 hours, excluding weekends and federal holidays, from the planned time of release from the 
juvenile detention facility to pick up the client. If a child is being held longer than 48 hours while 
the facility waits for ICE, the defender should petition the warden or detention agency to 
release the child or file a habeas petition with the local court immediately.

B. Immigration Detainers

•	 Immigration enforcement in the juvenile justice system is implemented through the use of “immigration 
detainers,” also known as “ICE holds.”  

•	 Compliance with ICE holds is not mandatory. ICE holds are merely requests, enforceable at the 
discretion of local officials.33  

•	 Some youth subject to ICE holds are not removable; others are eligible for relief from depor-
tation. An ICE hold is not a criminal arrest warrant. Unlike criminal arrest warrants, ICE holds are issued 
by the prosecuting agency itself – not by a neutral, third-party adjudicator – and, unlike arrest warrants, 
not subject to any standard of proof. 

•	 Federal regulations provide that a law enforcement agency can hold a noncitizen on an ICE hold no	more	
than	48	hours past the time when he or she otherwise would have been released, excluding weekends 
and holidays.34  

32 The reality is that even this advice may not completely protect youth from scrutiny if the facility decides to furnish information to immigration authorities. Even routine booking 
information may provide information that can be used to begin inquiries as to immigration status.
33 Elise Foley, DHS	Documents:	Local	Police	Not	Required	To	Hold	Undocumented	Immigrants	For	U.S.	Government, huffIngton	Post (Oct. 31, 2011) (“Local law enforcement agencies 
are not required to hold undocumented immigrants at the request of the federal government, according to internal Department of Homeland Security documents. . . .”), available	at	
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/10/31/dhs-hold-undocumented-immigrants_n_1067558.html?1320087816.
34 8 C.F.R. § 287.7(d) (2012). Form I-247 indicates that “holidays” means federal holidays.
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•	 Juvenile detention facilities have no authority to detain youth past the 48-hour period, while waiting for 
ICE to pick up the youth. Continuing to detain a minor solely because he or she is undocumented raises 
serious Fourth Amendment and due process concerns, and violates federal immigration regulations and 
federal law prohibiting secure detention of status offenders.35  

Practice Tip

While defenders often turn to courts to seek release, defenders should not ignore the possibility that 
petitioning the institution directly may, depending on the facility, lead to a quicker release.  Some 
detention facilities are weary of holding juveniles when it becomes clear that the detention is not 
pursuant to a court order, given the liability concerns of being responsible for a child’s safety and 
well-being.

C. Legal Parameters of Local Collaboration with Federal Immigration Authorities  

•	 Federal law neither requires nor prohibits cooperation of juvenile justice personnel with federal immigra-
tion authorities. However, in order to evaluate legal obligations with respect to noncitizen youth, juvenile 
justice personnel must also be familiar with state and local laws and policies governing their jurisdictions.

•	 In many states, enforcement of immigration laws against youth may violate provisions of state law relating 
to treatment of youth in the juvenile system. Most states have laws strictly limiting the release of informa-
tion pertaining to youth subject to juvenile court jurisdiction. Confidentiality of juvenile court records is one 
of the cornerstones of the juvenile justice system because it supports the central goal of rehabilitation. 

Note To Trainer

States have very different approaches to cooperation with federal immigration authorities.  
Trainers should determine whether the local jurisdiction any statutes, rules or regulations 
relating to cooperation with federal immigration officials and, if so, integrate that provision 
into the discussion of the following points.

•	 Several states and local governments have also adopted “sanctuary” laws or policies, which prohibit 
local enforcement of civil immigration laws. These provisions typically prohibit juvenile justice and law 
enforcement personnel from utilizing public money to identify or apprehend individuals based solely on 
suspected immigration status. 

•	 Although federal law does not require juvenile justice personnel to report noncitizen youth, some states 
and local jurisdictions such as Arizona have voluntarily adopted laws requiring state and local officials 
to enforce immigration laws by reporting noncitizens in specified circumstances. In recent years, several 
states and localities have passed broad anti-immigrant laws. The specific provisions of the laws vary, 
but they have the common objective of identifying and facilitating the deportation of any individual in 
the jurisdiction who lacks legal immigration status. 

D. Disparate Treatment of Noncitizen Youth During Juvenile Proceedings 

•	 Noncitizen youth may face the potential for disparate punishment within the juvenile system, as com-
pared with youth who are citizens of the United States. 

•	 Youth who are detained on “ICE holds” are often detained for longer periods of time, since they cannot 
be released into the community pending the completion of the juvenile proceeding. 

35 The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 2002 states that “juveniles. . .charged with or who have committed offenses that would not be criminal if committed by 
an adult. . .” or offenses which do not constitute violations of valid court orders, or alien juveniles in custody, or such non-offenders as dependent or neglected children, shall not be 
placed in secure detention facilities or secure correctional facilities.” 42 U.S.C. § 5633(a)(11)(B). 
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•	 Noncitizen youth may also receive more severe dispositions. In many cases, prosecutors are not ame-
nable to alternative plea offers when immigration concerns are at issue. 

E. Apprehension by Immigration Authorities 

•	 DHS may arrest a child at any stage of juvenile proceedings. They often do not return children back to 
state juvenile court even if the juvenile court case is still open and pending.

•	 A settlement agreement in 1996 known as the Flores	Settlement	Agreement	(FSA)	governs the deten-
tion, release and treatment of minors in federal immigration custody.36  

•	 Once a child is arrested by a DHS officer, usually on an ICE hold from the juvenile justice system, he or 
she must be expeditiously processed and held in a facility that is safe and sanitary.37 The child is usually 
held in a temporary facility/location pending certain background checks.

•	 A critical initial determination at this time includes whether the youth is “accompanied” or “unaccom-
panied.” While immigration laws do not define the term “accompanied,” it defines the term “unac-
companied alien child” as an individual under the age of 18 who has no lawful immigration status in 
the United States and does not have any parent or legal guardian in the United States who is willing or 
able to provide care and physical custody.38 This initial classification is important because it determines 
which federal agency will assume custody of the minor, what set of procedures and policies apply to the 
minor and what services and support will be available to him or her. 

•	 The Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), which is a bureau under the Department of Health and Human 
Services, is tasked with the care and custody of unaccompanied children under the age of 18 in the im-
migration system. Therefore, if the child is deemed “unaccompanied,” DHS may transfer custody to ORR.

•	 Federal regulation and the Flores	Settlement	Agreement provide that all children must be given a notice 
of rights upon apprehension by DHS. 

•	 The child is not provided counsel during ICE processing, nor may the child have access to an attorney if 
he or she already has one unless he or she asks for the attorney.

•	 The defender should advise the child not to waive any rights, to remain silent and to ask to speak with a 
lawyer when questioned by immigration authorities. 

•	 DHS is the agency that charges the child with immigration violations and, in some cases, will initiate 
removal proceedings. 

F. Detention 

•	 After DHS processing, the child may be reunified with a documented parent/guardian living in the 
United States or detained by ICE or ORR.

•	 Immigration detention settings vary and include secure facilities, staff-secure facilities, residential 
treatment centers, shelters and foster care settings.  In some cases, juvenile correctional facilities or 
adult jails and prisons are contracted by the federal government to detain immigrants, as long as they 
have separate accommodations for youth. 

36 Flores	v.	Reno, No. CV 85-4544-RJK(Px), ¶ 12 (C.D. Cal. Filed Jan. 17, 1997) (stipulated settlement agreement),	available	at http://www.aclu.org/files/pdfs/immigrants/flores_v_
meese_agreement.pdf [hereinafter Flores	Settlement	Agreement].
37 Id.
38 6 U.S.C. § 279(g)(2) (2006).
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•	 The Flores	Settlement	Agreement (FSA) establishes a general policy in favor of release unless detention is 
necessary to ensure the minor’s appearance in court or to protect his or her safety or the safety of others. 

•	 The William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 (TVPRA) also 
requires that unaccompanied children in ORR custody be placed in the least restrictive setting that is in 
the “best interest of the child,” and limits placement in secure facilities to children who pose a danger 
to themselves or others or have been charged with committing a criminal offense. 

•	 A juvenile disposition increases the likelihood of detention in a secure facility or staff-secure facility 
pending immigration court proceedings.

•	 The client may be detained in an ORR immigration facility while there is a pending delinquency case. 

G. Release

•	 Federal law favors release over detention, and requires that the government hold youth in the least 
restrictive setting.39 

•	 After ORR processing, the child may be released to a parent/guardian, relative or friend after filling out a 
reunification packet and going through the required background checks, including a suitability assessment. 

•	 In practice, youth referred to ICE from the juvenile justice system are more likely to be detained in a 
secure setting and spend more time in detention awaiting the resolution of the suitability assessment 
than youth who have not had contact with the justice system.

•	 Eventually, however, many youth accused of delinquent offenses are released to their communities 
while they await the outcome of their deportation cases. 

•	 Release from ORR custody on family reunification does not have any impact on the child’s immigration 
status, and he or she must continue to appear before the Immigration Court until his or her case has 
been resolved. 

•	 The child may also be placed in federal foster care, pending his or her immigration court date, which is 
called the Unaccompanied Refugee Minors Program (URM).

H. Immigration Deportation Proceedings 

•	 Generally, youth who are referred to immigration authorities from the juvenile justice system are not 
immediately deported. 

•	 Noncitizen youth in the deportation process face overwhelming obstacles. They must meet the same 
standard of proof as adults in defending against their deportation. 

•	 The child attends an Immigration Court hearing where he or she has a right to counsel, but not at the 
government’s expense. 

•	 The immigration judge makes a decision whether to deport or grant relief to the child. This administra-
tive judge is a Department of Justice employee.

39 See Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act § 235(c)(2), 8 U.S.C. § 1232(c)(2) (2006) (requiring placement of children in the “least restrictive setting that is in the best inter-
est of the child”); Flores	Settlement	Agreement,	supra note 36, at ¶ 14 (discussing a general policy favoring release).
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•	 The child is allowed to appeal the decision to the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) within 30 days. 
However, the child may be detained pending the appeal.

•	 The child may appeal the BIA’s decision to federal court, but federal courts are limited as to what im-
migration cases they can review.

I. Deportation

•	 If the child has a final administrative order of deportation or removal, and no stay of deportation, ICE 
will attempt to deport the child.   

V. Types of Relief Available40  

•	 Even though a child is removable, the child may apply for relief to remain in the United States. Because 
youth do not have a right to counsel at government expense in removal proceedings, delinquency 
defense counsel may be the first and only lawyer a noncitizen youth ever encounters. Once a defender 
has identified potential forms of relief, he or she should contact an immigration lawyer to further assist 
the child. 

•	 Defenders should not initiate the relief process on behalf of their clients unless they have  
immigration experience or are working with an attorney with immigration expertise.

•	 New DHS Policy on enforcement of immigration laws against youth:  Defenders should be 
aware that by Executive Order on June 15, 2012, the DHS set forth a new, progressive immigration 
policy with respect to the exercise of the department’s prosecutorial discretion to enforce U.S. immigra-
tion laws against young people brought to the United States as children. Several criteria must be met 
for an individual to be considered for an exercise of prosecutorial discretion:

 ° Came to the United States under the age of 16;

 ° Has continuously resided in the United States for at least five years preceding the date of this 
memorandum and is present in the United States on the date of this memorandum;

 ° Is currently in school, has graduated from high school, has obtained a general education develop-
ment certificate, or is an honorably discharged veteran of the Coast Guard or Armed Forces of the 
United States;

 ° Had not been convicted of a felony offense, a significant misdemeanor offense, multiple misdemean-
or offenses or otherwise poses a threat to national security or public safety; and 

 ° Is not above the age of 30. 

•	 In addition to these above-mentioned criteria, individuals must pass a background check, and requests for 
relief will be provided on a case-by-case basis with no assurance that relief will be granted in all cases. 

Note To Trainer

A copy of the June 15, 2012, DHS Memorandum setting forth the types of relief available 
is provided in the Supplemental Materials. Trainers should remind defenders that this is an 
Executive Order that can be changed at any time. Defenders should continually verify that 
the Order remains effective, especially when major shifts in immigration policy or changes of 
Presidents occur. 

40 Much of the following material is drawn from the Immigrant Legal Resource Center’s publication entitled	Immigration	Options	for	Undocumented	Children. ImmIgrant	legal	res.	ctr.,	
ImmIgratIon	oPtIons	for	unDocumenteD	chIlDren (2010), available	at	https://www.ilrc.org/immigration_law/pdf/Factsheets_immigrant_children.pdf.
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Practice Tip

It may be helpful and appropriate to reach out to the youth’s country of origin consulate or embassy. 
In many cases they may be able to intervene or provide legal and other services. This may be true 
even if the client is detained. In certain cases, it may be preferable to the client to be returned to the 
home country if possible. However, the client must be warned that accepting deportation has serious 
consequences, including the possibility of never being able to lawfully return to the United States. 
Defenders must discuss this option (best in concert with an immigration expert), ascertain the client’s 
wishes and obtain client consent before taking any steps. 

A. Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS):41  

•	 SIJS is a path to lawful permanent residence for undocumented children who are under the jurisdic-
tion of a state juvenile court (defined broadly); who cannot be reunified with one or both parents due to 
abuse, neglect, abandonment or similar basis under state law; and in whose best interest it is to remain 
in the United States. Congress has directed that state juvenile courts make the factual findings that 
establish basic SIJS eligibility. Without these findings, children may not apply for SIJS. 

Note To Trainer A toolkit on obtaining SIJS for children in delinquency proceedings can be found at www.
defendingimmigrants.org in the Library under Juveniles.

•	 Benefits

 ° An SIJS allows child to remain in the United States and eventually obtain lawful permanent resi-
dency (a green card) in the United States.

 ° The child will receive an employment authorization document, which is a government-issued identifi-
cation card to work in the United States.

•	 Required Juvenile Court Action

 ° In order for a youth to get an SIJS distinction, the juvenile court must either (1) find that the child 
is court-dependent, must legally commit the child to a state department/agency or (2) must legally 
commit the child to the custody of an individual or agency appointed by a state or juvenile court;

 ° The juvenile court must also find that reunification with one or both parents is not viable due to 
abuse, neglect, abandonment or a similar basis found under state law;	and

 ° The juvenile court must determine that return to the child’s or parent’s country of nationality or coun-
try of last habitual residence is not in the child’s best interest.

 ° These enumerated findings must be set out specifically in an order signed by the juvenile court 
judge or other presiding judge.42 

•	 Additional Requirements 

 ° The applicant must also be under 21 when he or she files the SIJS petition;

41 See 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J) .
42 8 C.F.R. § 204.11(d)(2) (2012).
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 ° Juvenile courts should continue to maintain jurisdiction until lawful permanent residency is granted 
unless termination of jurisdiction is due to age. If jurisdiction is terminated due to age, juvenile 
courts should specify in the court order that termination is due to age.

 ° The applicant must remain unmarried pending the completion of the process.

B. U Visa:43  

•	 U Visas are for noncitizens who are victims of serious crimes and can be helpful to law enforcement in 
the investigation or prosecution of those crimes.

•	 Benefits

 ° This is a temporary visa that allows the noncitizen to stay in the United States for up to four years. 
After three years, the noncitizen may apply for LPR status (green card).

 ° The child will receive an employment authorization document and a government-issued identification 
card to work in the United States.

 ° The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service (USCIS) can issue a U Visa to the eligible noncitizen 
and to certain other family members. 

 ° In some states, it allows the child to receive some public benefits (e.g., food stamps).

•	 Requirements

 ° The child must have suffered substantial physical or mental abuse having been a victim to one of 
the following:

•	 rape 

•	 torture 

•	 trafficking 

•	 incest 

•	 domestic violence

•	 sexual assault

•	 abusive sexual contact

•	 prostitution 

•	 sexual exploitation

•	 female genital mutilation

•	 being held hostage

•	 peonage/labor trafficking

•	 involuntary servitude

•	 slave trade

•	 kidnapping

•	 abduction

•	 unlawful criminal restraint

•	 false imprisonment

•	 blackmail

•	 extortion

•	 manslaughter

•	 murder

•	 felonious assault

•	 witness tampering

•	 obstruction of justice

•	 perjury

•	 attempt, conspiracy or solicitation to commit any 
of these or similar offenses in violation of federal, 
state or local criminal law.

43 8 C.F.R. § 214.14 (2012).
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 ° In certain cases, where the victim is deceased due to murder or manslaughter or is incompetent or 
incapacitated, the child of the direct victim and siblings under 18 years of age of the direct victim (if the 
direct victim is under 21 years of age) may also qualify for U nonimmigrant status as indirect victims.

 ° The crime must have occurred in the United States or under U.S. jurisdiction.

 ° The noncitizen has information about the criminal activity and has been helpful, is being helpful or 
is likely to be helpful in the investigation or prosecution of the crime. If the child is under 16 years of 
age, a parent, guardian or next friend of the child may fill this role.

 ° The noncitizen must obtain certification from a federal, state or local law enforcement official, pros-
ecutor, judge or other authority investigating criminal activity, or from a USCIS official that shows 
that he or she has been helpful, is being helpful or is likely to be helpful in the investigation or 
prosecution of the crime. A Child Protective Services (CPS) agency may also certify the noncitizen’s 
helpfulness if it has criminal investigative jurisdiction. 

C. Violence Against Women Act (VAWA):44  

The VAWA allows certain allows certain family members abused by United States citizens or LPRs to self-
petition for a green card without getting the permission or cooperation of the abuser.

•	 Benefits

 ° The abused family member is able to stay in the United States and eventually obtain lawful perma-
nent residence (green card).

 ° The abused family member will receive an employment authorization document, which is a govern-
ment-issued identification card to work in the United States.

 ° The abused family member will receive some public benefits (e.g., food stamps).

•	 Eligibility

 ° An abused noncitizen child of a United States citizen or permanent resident parent.

 ° A child of a parent who was abused by a United States citizen or permanent resident spouse (child 
abuse is not required). In other words, a child can receive VAWA benefits even if he or she was not 
abused, as long as the child’s parent qualifies for VAWA due to abuse. 

•	 Requirements

 ° Abusive family member is or was a United States citizen or LPR.

 ° The abused child lived with the abusive U.S. citizen or LPR at some point, in or out of the United States.

 ° The child qualifies as a “child” under immigration law, meaning the child must be unmarried and 
under the age of 21.

 ° The abused child must be a person of “good moral character.”

 ° The abuse must constitute battery or extreme cruelty. This may include psychological or emotional abuse. 

44 8 U.S.C. § 1154 (2006).
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D. Family Visa:45  

•	 A noncitizen child may be able to immigrate legally through a U.S. citizen or LPR family member.

•	 Benefits

 ° A family visa allows a noncitizen child to immigrate (obtain a green card and become an LPR) to the 
United States through a family member.

•	 Eligibility

 ° Noncitizens may immigrate quickly through an immediate relative defined as the spouse, unmarried 
child under 21 or parent (if the son or daughter is 21 years or older) of a U.S. citizen. 

 ° Some noncitizens may have to wait years to immigrate, such as the daughters or sons (unmarried 
and over 21 years old) of U.S citizens, spouses and unmarried sons and daughters of permanent 
residents and siblings of a U.S. citizen where the citizen is 21 years or older.

 ° The wait depends on the noncitizen’s native country and the relationship the noncitizen has to the 
family member through whom he or she is submitting the visa petition.

•	 Requirements

 ° The U.S. citizen or LPR parent must prove his or her status and prove the familial relationship with 
the noncitizen. 

 ° The U.S. citizen or LPR family member must assist the noncitizen through the process by attending 
interviews and submitting an affidavit of support.

E. Asylum:46  

•	 Noncitizens may apply for asylum if they fear persecution in their home country because of their race, 
religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a certain social group.

•	 Benefits

 ° The child may remain in the United States and eventually obtain lawful permanent residence (green card).

 ° The child will receive an employment authorization document and a government-issued identification 
card to work in the United States.

 ° Allows the child to receive some public benefits (e.g., food stamps).

•	 Requirements

 ° The child must apply for asylum within one year of entering the United States unless the child was 
prevented from doing so (standard is “changed” or “extraordinary circumstances”).

45 8 C.F.R. § 204. 
46 8 C.F.R. § 208 (2012).
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•	 This does not apply if the child is considered “unaccompanied.”

 ° The child must fear persecution by his or her native country government or some group that the na-
tive country government is not able to control.

 ° The fear must be based on the above-mentioned protected grounds.
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VI. Forensic Exercise: Immigration Consequences

Note To Trainer

The trainer should distribute the Fact Pattern and give participants a few minutes to read it and 
think about their responses to the questions posed. The trainer should then use the Discussion 
Points to have an interactive discussion with participants about those same questions. 

The trainer should remind participants during this exercise and throughout the training that 
where immigration consequences are complicated, particularly in cases involving drug of-
fenses, it is imperative that the defender consults an immigration attorney with expertise in 
the immigration consequences of delinquency to ensure effective representation.

This exercise can run anywhere from 30 minutes to 1 hour, depending on the time available 
and whether the trainer facilitates an in-depth discussion of all the possible immigration 
concerns, or whether there is only time to highlight the major points while reminding partici-
pants that other possibilities exist.

You represent Humberto Paloma Silva, a 15-year-old native 
of Guatemala, who lives with his mother and 21-year-old 
sister. They came to the United States to escape the abuse 
by Humberto’s father, as well as gang violence, including 
the fear that Humberto would be recruited to a gang in 
Guatemala. Humberto has had no contact with his father 
since he left Guatemala. He and his family have struggled 
to make a life in the United States. His mother works long 
hours to provide for their family and just recently got out of 
another abusive relationship in the United States. 

Humberto is charged with one count of Assault with a 
Dangerous Weapon (knife) in a gang-related incident. 
Humberto understands English very well, but he does 
not speak it with much confidence. His first language is 
Spanish. Humberto’s mother is also from Guatemala and 
has very limited English language skills. She is currently 
participating in a vocational training program where she 
is learning English. Humberto’s mother and sister are very 
concerned about his gang involvement. They believe that 
he is skipping school and hanging out with dangerous 
people, and are worried that he is going to end up dead 
very soon.

Assume that in your jurisdiction, parents are subject to the 
jurisdiction of the court and can be ordered to attend and 
participate in all juvenile court hearings. Humberto’s mother 

did not appear for his initial hearing and arraignment, but 
his sister did. At the initial hearing, the court issued a Paren-
tal Participation Order requiring that Humberto’s mother be 
present at the next hearing. Decisions will be made about 
Humberto’s continued detention or release at that time. On 
the morning of the next court hearing, Humberto’s sister calls 
you and tells you that Humberto’s mother just found out that 
she has a very important meeting with a counselor at her 
vocational program, and she cannot come to court. Based on 
conversations you had previously with Humberto, you sus-
pect that his mother is afraid that the court will discover that 
she is an undocumented immigrant. Humberto wishes to go 
home to his mother and sister. Humberto’s sister comes to 
court, but the judge asks	you where Humberto’s mother is.

1.	 The	judge	says	that	is	he	going	to	issue	a	bench	
warrant	for	the	mother’s	arrest	for	contempt	of	
court,	for	failing	to	comply	with	the	court	order	
and	parental	participation	order.	What	do	you	say?

2.	 What	are	potential	immigration	consequences	
for	Humberto,	and	how	would	you	represent	
Humberto	in	this	matter?

3.	 What	potential	forms	of	immigration	relief	might	
Humberto	and	his	family	be	eligible	for?	How	
could	you	help	them	obtain	such	relief?

Fact Pattern Part 1
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1.	 The	judge	says	that	is	he	going	to	issue	a	bench	warrant	for	the	mother’s	arrest	for	contempt	of	
court,	for	failing	to	comply	with	the	court	order	and	parental	participation	order.	What	do	you	say?

•	 The defender would have to first consider whether there is a conflict of interest here. In this situ-
ation, there is no conflict of interest between Humberto’s position (he wants to go home) and the 
mother’s position (she is willing to have her son home, but she cannot be in court). So long as there 
is no conflict of interest, you can argue to the judge on the mother’s behalf and ask that the judge 
excuse her absence. 

 ° What verification does the court have that she had any notice of the Participation Order?  There 
is no way the court can know whether Mom knew of its existence sufficiently to justify a con-
tempt warrant.

•	 Even though the defender may suspect that there is something more to the mother’s absence, 
the defender has no reason to disbelieve the sister’s representations about where the mother is. 
Moreover, the defender should not want to risk any negative fallout against Humberto because of 
his mother not being there and should push to have the hearing in her absence, if possible.

•	 Information about the mother’s legal status appears to involve client secrets. ABA Model Rule of 
Professional Conduct 1.6 regarding Attorney-Client Confidentiality includes not only information 
obtained directly from the client, but also anything learned during the course of the representation 
that the client would consider harmful or against his or her interests. 

Creative Problem Solving:

 ° The defender could have Humberto’s mother available by phone and ask her to take a break 
during her counseling session to answer any questions of the court. The defender could also 
request that a translator be made available in this scenario to interpret for Humberto’s mother 
to ensure that she (and Humberto) can follow the proceedings. 

 ° The defender could ask for a continuance if Humberto consents and will not be prejudiced by 
the continuance (e.g., held in detention).

 ° The defender may consider having a conversation with Mom prior to court to make her feel more 
at ease in the juvenile system – generally, family courts don’t turn over undocumented parents 
to ICE. But the defender should be careful about giving legal advice, especially when that legal 
advice creates a conflict of interest (e.g., a lawyer who needs to protect Humberto’s interests 
in having a parent present in court may be consciously or subconsciously motivated to convince 
Humberto’s mother that it is safe to come to court, whether that is accurate or inaccurate).

DISCUSSION POINTS
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2.	 What	are	potential	immigration	consequences	for	Humberto,	and	how	would	you	represent	Hum-
berto	in	this	matter?

•	 Pursuant to ethical obligations under Padilla, the defender should ask Humberto, his sister and his 
mother about Humberto’s immigration status. Without immigration status information, the defender 
cannot advise Humberto of the immigration consequences of the case. 

•	 The defender should then research the specific immigration consequences for both the charged 
offense and any potential plea offers. 

•	 The defender must advise Humberto of the potential immigration risks depending upon his im-
migration status. 

A. If Humberto is undocumented, the charge has the following immigration consequences:

 ° Assault with a Deadly Weapon and gang affiliation (including gang enhancement) are not grounds 
of inadmissibility barring Humberto from obtaining legal status. 

 ° While an act of violence and gang affiliation may not bar Humberto from obtaining legal status, 
such acts are likely to work against Humberto during the application process. All immigration ap-
plications are decided as a matter of discretion, and violent acts and gang affiliation are weighted 
heavily as adverse factors. If Humberto does not have significant positive factors, such as doing 
well in school, complying with probation, etc., to counter these acts, his application may be denied 
relief as a matter of discretion.

•	 The defender may attempt to negotiate a plea to a less serious charge, such as simply battery or 
assault, if possible. If this is not possible, then the defender can try to negotiate for a plea to the 
assault charge to avoid any gang allegations and/or enhancements. 

 ° If the defender is considering factors other than immigration, and in light of the potential adverse 
immigration consequences, it may be preferable to plead to a more serious offense than to have 
any gang enhancements. 

 ° If immigration is the only factor under consideration, if Humberto is going to plead guilty, it is 
generally preferable to plead to a more serious offense than to have any gang enhancements. 

 ° If the state is aware of his immigration status, the defender may use this information as part 
of the plea negotiations and cite Padilla as justification or negotiate an immigration-safer plea 
(provided that the defender believes that the State would agree that it is best to avoid the im-
migration consequence). 
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Caution

Even when there are serious consequences to a conviction—such as immigration con-
sequences—defenders should remind themselves and their clients that a guilty plea 
is not the only option.  While any trial is a gamble, the strength of the defense case, 
the weakness of the government case, the client’s personal feelings about his or her 
culpability, and countless other factors may argue for taking the case to trial.  While a 
carefully crafted plea may avoid immigration consequences, so could an acquittal.  The 
decision to plea or go to trial is the client’s alone, but the defender should carefully 
advise the client about the pros and cons of both decisions so that the client can make 
an informed choice.

•	 If Humberto asks the defender about potential avenues for immigration relief, he or she may screen 
him for potential immigration relief. The defender should consult with an immigration lawyer after 
conducting the screening. Although the defender may avoid the immigration consequences of the 
immediate case (either through a plea agreement or an acquittal), after the case there may be little 
hope for Humberto to live lawfully in the United States and without risk of deportation if he is not 
informed of his legal immigration options. If some forms of relief are identified, this process could 
be started in the juvenile system with the assistance of the defender, e.g., through a U Visa or 
SIJS. Such forms of relief rely on a juvenile court’s findings or a certification from judge, prosecutor 
or law enforcement. 

B. If Humberto is a lawful permanent resident, the charge has the following immigration 
consequences:

 ° Assault with a Deadly Weapon and gang affiliation (including gang enhancement) are not grounds 
of deportability triggering deportation and a loss of his green card. 

 ° To prevent immigration consequences in the future (should Humberto get into the criminal justice 
system), Humberto’s mother, if not already a U.S. citizen, should be encouraged to apply for and 
obtain citizenship before Humberto turns 18. If she does so, Humberto automatically becomes a 
citizen and will not be subject to federal immigration laws. 

 ° As a matter of precaution, the defender may attempt to get a lesser plea as indicated in the prior 
advice given for an undocumented client. This may mitigate the impact of discretionary decisions 
by immigration authorities in the future.

•	 The defender should then ascertain Humberto’s wishes and defend his matter accordingly by nego-
tiating to a safer immigration plea or taking the case to trial.
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3.	 What	potential	forms	of	immigration	relief	might	Humberto	and	his	family	be	eligible	for?	How	
could	you	help	them	obtain	such	relief?

•	 As noted above, if Humberto is undocumented, the defender should screen him to identify potential 
forms of immigration relief. Based on the facts in the scenario, Humberto may be eligible for the 
following avenues to legalizing his immigration status:

 ° Special Immigrant Juvenile Status. SIJS is a path to lawful permanent residence for 
undocumented children who are under the jurisdiction of a state juvenile court (defined broadly), 
who cannot be reunified with one or both parents due to abuse, neglect or abandonment, or 
similar basis under state law and in whose best interest it is to remain in the United States. Be-
cause Humberto is under the jurisdiction of a juvenile delinquency court, he cannot be reunified 
with his father due to the father’s abuse and arguable abandonment due to the lack of presence 
in Humberto’s current life. Because it is in Humberto’s best interest to remain with his mother 
and his sister, he may be eligible for SIJS. Youth who currently reside with one parent are still 
eligible for SIJS. The defender, in concert with an immigration lawyer, can obtain an order from 
the juvenile court making these findings so that the immigration lawyer can apply for Humberto. 
Unfortunately, SIJS will not confer any legal status to Humberto’s mother, and it is questionable 
whether he could ever petition his sister for legal status if she is also undocumented. 

 ° U Nonimmigrant Status (U Visa). U Visas are for noncitizens who are victims of serious crimes 
and who can be helpful to law enforcement in the investigation or prosecution of those crimes. 
Because Humberto’s mother was the victim of domestic violence occurring in the United States, 
she might be eligible for a U Visa, regardless of the abuser’s legal status in the United States. 
Humberto, as her son, would also be able to be a beneficiary of the U Visa. Humberto’s mother 
would have to obtain a certification from the law enforcement agency certifying her helpfulness 
or likely helpfulness in the investigation or prosecution of the crime. If Humberto was the victim 
of his mother’s partner’s abuse, he could also seek certification from a law enforcement agency or 
the juvenile court. Since he is under the age of 16, he does not have to help the agency, but rather 
can have someone else fill that role. The defender could assist in obtaining such certification. The 
benefit of the U Visa is that it solves the immigration problems of Humberto’s entire family. The 
disadvantage compared to SIJS, however, is that they will have to wait three years before they 
can apply for lawful permanent residence. If Humberto gets into further trouble before he has 
obtained a green card and ultimately citizenship, he still could be deportable.

 ° Violence Against Women Act (VAWA). VAWA allows certain family members abused by 
United States citizens or lawful permanent residents to self-petition for a green card without 
getting the permission or cooperation of the abuser. If Humberto’s mother’s partner was a 
lawful permanent resident or U.S. citizen, if she resided with the partner at some point and if 
the abuse constitutes battery or extreme cruelty, she could apply under VAWA, and Humberto 
would be a beneficiary. Also, if Humberto were abused by Humberto’s mother’s partner, and the 
same requirements were fulfilled, he could file a self-petition. 
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 ° Asylum. Noncitizens may apply for asylum if they fear persecution in their home country 
because of their race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a certain social 
group. Because Humberto may fear abuse by his father and recruitment by gangs in Guatemala, 
he may be eligible for asylum. These claims would be made based on membership in a particu-
lar social group.

•	 Once a defender has identified potential forms of relief, he or she should contact an immigration 
lawyer to further assist the child and work with the lawyer to obtain necessary documentation from 
the juvenile court. Defenders should not initiate the relief process on behalf of their clients unless 
they have immigration experience or are working with attorneys with immigration expertise.

Suppose Humberto was arrested for Possession with Intent 
to Deliver (cocaine). Humberto does not have a prior record. 

1.	 What	are	some	potential	immigration	conse-
quences,	and	how	would	you	represent	Humberto	
in	this	matter?

2.	 Suppose	Humberto	is	undocumented.	How	does	
this	charge	affect	him?

3.	 Suppose	Humberto	is	already	a	lawful	permanent	
resident	(has	a	green	card).	Is	he	deportable	
because	of	this	charge?	Please	identify	possible	
other	immigration	consequences.

Fact Pattern Part 2

1.	 What	are	some	potential	immigration	consequences,	and	how	would	you	represent	Humberto	in	
this	matter?

•	 Pursuant to ethical obligations under Padilla,	the defender should ask Humberto, his sister and his 
mother about Humberto’s immigration status. Without immigration status information, the defender 
cannot advise Humberto of the immigration consequences of the case. 

•	 Drug trafficking carries the most serious immigration consequences for noncitizen youth and should be 
avoided at all costs. A drug adjudication triggers inadmissibility (a bar to legal status, temporary bar to 
U.S. citizenship and inability to re-enter the United States after travel abroad) with very few waivers. 

2.	 Suppose	Humberto	is	undocumented.	How	does	this	charge	affect	him?

•	 Drug Trafficking as a Ground of Inadmissibility

 ° The defender should be mindful that any adjudication or significant	amount	of	evidence	show-
ing involvement in any kind of drug trafficking activity may give immigration officials “reason 
to believe” that Humberto committed such acts. Humberto would be inadmissible (barred from 
ever getting legal status) except in a couple of narrow circumstances.

DISCUSSION POINTS
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 ° The defender should avoid pleading to the Possession with Intent to Deliver charge and other 
similar charges (manufacture, distribution of a controlled substance, etc.) as they meet the 
federal definition for drug trafficking. The defender should plead to the following in order of 
preference:

•	 A non-controlled substance offense such as Accessory After the Fact. 

•	 If that is not possible, the next best option is to plead to simple Possession, Under the Influ-
ence or Possession of Paraphernalia. These adjudications do not clearly meet the definition 
of drug trafficking and would not give the government reason to believe Humberto was in-
volved in drug trafficking even though Humberto was charged with engaging in that conduct. 

•	 If the youth must plead to a more serious offense than simple Possession, there are some 
offenses in various state laws that appear serious, but do not meet the federal definition of 
drug trafficking such as Importation or Transportation for Personal Use.

•	 As a last ditch resort, the defender should plead to a charge that does not indicate that cocaine 
was involved and leave the record vague as to the controlled substance involved, as this might 
provide defense for immigration counsel. This is not a guaranteed safe strategy, however. 

•	 Drug Abuse or Addiction Ground of Inadmissibility

 ° The defender should then consider whether or not immigration officials may attribute any drug 
use to drug abuse or addiction. Drug abuse and addiction is a ground for inadmissibility. 

 ° The defender should advise Humberto not to make any admissions about drug use or abuse to 
law enforcement or court personnel. 

a. The defender should recognize this point: the fact that the client already “admitted” does 
not mean that the lawyer should not give the advice. The lawyer may be able to expunge a 
prior admission or avoid its disclosure. 

b. The defender should provide the client with a strategy for how to refuse to answer without 
appearing non-compliant (e.g., the lawyer can talk to the probation officer or person prep-
ping sentencing recommendations and explain that he or she has instructed the client not to 
answer because of immigration consequences).

c. The defender should try to avoid urine screens being included in the probation order. 

 ° Even if the defender cannot prevent information about drug abuse or addiction from being discov-
ered, the defender should at least avoid making such statements on the record during the plea or 
disposition hearings. This ground of inadmissibility rarely comes up in immigration proceedings.
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3.	 Suppose	Humberto	is	already	a	lawful	permanent	resident	(has	a	green	card).	Is	he	deportable	
because	of	this	charge?	Please	identify	possible	other	immigration	consequences.

•	 Drug Trafficking as a Ground of Inadmissibility

 ° Because the reason is a ground of inadmissibility and not deportability, Humberto may not be 
deported for Possession With Intent to Deliver. 

 ° However, there are still immigration consequences for such a plea even if Humberto is an LPR. 
If he left the United States, he could be denied reentry. Humberto could also be temporarily 
barred from becoming a citizen when he can apply at the age 18. It may also be used as a nega-
tive discretionary factor to deny citizenship regardless of when he applies for citizenship. The 
defender has an obligation to inform Humberto of these consequences. 

 ° The defender should mitigate these consequences by following the plea recommendations in 
the previous section.

Suppose Humberto has an ICE hold (also called an immi-
gration detainer). Because of the ICE hold, the probation 
department has mentioned in court that he is undocument-
ed and will be deported. The Judge asks the defender in 
open court the immigration status of Humberto. The judge 
also indicates that he is inclined to include conditions in 

the disposition that prevent Humberto from returning to the 
area unless he has prior permission from the court.

1.	 How	do	you	respond	to	these	immigration	ques-
tions/statements	and	mitigate	any	immigration	
enforcement-related	actions	by	Probation	and	the	
Court	against	Humberto?

Fact Pattern Part 3

1.	 How	do	you	respond	to	these	immigration	questions/statements	and	mitigate	any	immigration	
enforcement-related	actions	by	Probation	and	the	Court	against	Humberto?

•	 The defender should advise the court and probation that an ICE hold does not mean that Humberto 
is undocumented and that he will be deported. 

 ° The presence of an ICE hold does not guarantee that the youth is subject to immigration laws or 
is removable from the United States. 

 ° An ICE hold is not akin to a criminal arrest warrant and is not issued based on any reliable 
standard of proof. 

 ° Even youth with lawful status and U.S. citizenship, as well as youth who have relief from depor-
tation may have an ICE hold lodged against them. 

DISCUSSION POINTS
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•	 Because immigration detainers are	requests (compliance with them is voluntary and not manda-
tory), the defender can ask the court and/or probation not to enforce the ICE hold. In making such 
an argument to the court, the defender may be able to cite state juvenile laws (e.g., best interests, 
rehabilitation, public safety, family reunification and confidentiality) that contravene the practice of 
turning youth over to immigration authorities. 

 ° Even if the probation department and/or court comply with the immigration hold request, such 
a hold is only for 48 hours (excluding weekends and holidays) and the defender should be ready 
upon the expiration of the 48 hours to advocate for Humberto’s immediate release from custody. 
This may prevent Humberto from being turned over to immigration authorities for deportation.

•	 The defender should ask probation or the court how immigration authorities became involved with 
Humberto. The defender should also ask what case information and/or court files were shared with 
the authorities. In many states, state juvenile confidentiality laws provide no exceptions for the 
sharing of juvenile case information and files to be shared with the federal government, unless first 
petitioned for by the court. This may provide an avenue to prevent the disclosure of additional infor-
mation to immigration authorities in Humberto’s case and in the cases of other youth in the future. 

•	 As to the judge’s question regarding Humberto’s legal status, the defender should not disclose this 
information to the court, by stating respectfully: “Your Honor, because of the attorney-client privi-
lege, I cannot answer your question or discuss the specifics of my communications with my client. I 
can say that I have advised my client of all the consequences of his plea.” 

 ° Judicial obligations under the Bill of Rights, judicial codes of conduct and some state laws 
preclude inquiry into defendants’ citizenship/immigration status. 

 ° Specifically, such questioning breaches the attorney-client privilege and undermines constitu-
tional protections against discrimination, unreasonable interrogation and self-incrimination. 

 ° For more information on this issue see the advisory: “Ensuring Compliance with Padilla	v.	Kentucky 
without Compromising Judicial Obligations: Why Judges Should Not Ask Criminal Defendants 
About Their Citizenship/Immigration Status (January 2011)” at http://immigrantdefenseproject.
org/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/IDP_Judicial_Inquiry_Into_Status_Jan20111.pdf

 ° In virtually all jurisdictions, confidentiality rights belong to the client, not the attorney.  There-
fore, counsel may not ethically breach those rights (absent some directive to the contrary in the 
local ethical rules) despite pressure from a judge.

•	 The judge also indicated that he is inclined to include conditions in the disposition that prevent 
Humberto from returning to the area unless he has prior permission from the court. While a court 
may order that Humberto notify it upon returning or that he obtain permission from pertinent legal 
authorities before doing so, the defender can raise the specter of federal government’s plenary 
power over determinations regarding “what aliens shall be admitted into the United States.” 
(A more clear area of preemption would be a court order conditioning a youth’s reentry into the 
country upon obtaining written permission of the court.) Apart from constitutional concerns, such 
conditions are likely to frustrate and/or conflict with ORR’s federal mandate to reunify youth with 
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their families pending their deportation proceedings. ORR generally does not seek permission of 
state juvenile courts before reunifying youth with their families. However, they work with probation 
agencies to the extent possible.
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